
ALLEGIANCE CARDS

IDONETH
D E E P K I N



BATTLE TRAIT

The Idoneth disappear from the consciousness 
of their enemies almost instantly, leaving only 
a feeling of unease, like a dimly remembered 
nightmare.

Missile weapons can only be used to target an 
Idoneth Deepkin unit with this battle trait if 
it is the closest visible enemy unit.

FORGOTTEN NIGHTMARES

Idoneth Deepkin



Battle Trait
TIDES OF DEATH

The Idoneth Deepkin move towards the foe, their 
appearance eerily refracted and distorted, like an 
object seen through water.

In this battle round, all units with the Tides of 
Death battle trait are treated as being in cover.

1 – LOW TIDE

Idoneth Deepkin



Battle Trait
TIDES OF DEATH

The Idoneth Deepkin attack suddenly, swirling 
around the foe and trapping the unwary.

In this battle round, all units with the Tides of 
Death battle trait that run can still either shoot 
or charge in the same turn (but not both).

2 – FLOOD TIDE

Idoneth Deepkin



Battle Trait
TIDES OF DEATH

The Idoneth Deepkin surge forward and fall upon 
the foe, smashing them with the speed and fury of 
gale-blown waves.

In this battle round, units with the Tides of 
Death battle trait fight at the start of the Combat 
Phase.

3 – HIGH TIDE

Idoneth Deepkin



Battle Trait
TIDES OF DEATH

Their work done, the Idoneth Deepkin withdraw 
from the fray, leaving the enemy’s dead behind 
like flotsam on a stormwracked beach.

In this battle round, all units with the Tides of 
Death battle trait that retreat can still either 
shoot or charge in the same turn (but not both).

4 – EBB TIDE

Idoneth Deepkin



COMMAND TRAIT

This grim-eyed warrior has no empathy for 
his victims and lacks any form of kindness or 
forgiveness.

You can re-roll Run rolls and Charge rolls for 
this General.

1 – MERCILESS RAIDER

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

This general seeks neither glory or territory; their 
only interest is the capture of mortal souls.

Re-roll To-Wound rolls of 1 for this General.

2 – HUNTER OF SOULS

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

When the Idoneth fall upon their foe at the climax 
of a battle, this unstoppable warrior is a fury of 
destruction.

Add 2 to the Attacks characteristic of any 
weapons used by this General in any battle 
round in which the High Tide ability (pg 86) 
is in effect.

3 – UNSTOPPABLE FURY

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

The unimaginable suffering the Idoneth endured 
before their liberation from Slaanesh has inured 
this warrior to pain.

Increase this General’s Wounds characteristic by 2.

4 – BORN FROM AGONY

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

The repressed horror of the Idoneth’s long 
incarceration emanates from this dark-visaged 
warrior in palpable waves of doom.

Subtract 1 from the Bravery characteristic of 
enemy units while they are within 12" of this 
General.

5 – NIGHTMARE LEGACY

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

This general is a living embodiment of the glory of 
Mathlann, and is an inspiration to all those that 
still worship the Lord of the Deeps.

Add 2 to the Bravery characteristic of friendly 
Idoneth Deepkin units while they are wholly 
within 12" of this General.

6 – LORD OF 
STORM AND SEA

Idoneth Deepkin

Hero



COMMAND TRAIT

The leaders of Ionrach do not hesitate to aid other 
Idoneth Deepkin, and have even been known to 
ally with outsiders against a common enemy.

Allied units in an Ionrach army are treated as 
having the Tides of Death battle trait and can 
therefore use abilities from the Tides of Death 
table each battle round.

EMISSARY OF THE 
DEEP PLACES

Idoneth Deepkin

Ionrach Hero



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

Sanguine pearls are the colour of freshly spilt 
blood. When attached to the hilt of a weapon 
wielded by an Akhelian warrior, they protect the 
bearer in the maelstrom of close combat.

Roll a D6 each time you allocate a wound or 
Mortal Wound to the bearer that was caused by 
a Melee weapon.
On a 5+ the wound is negated.

1 – SANGUINE PEARL

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

Distilled from the blood of the mighty ketus-
shark, this potion turns the drinker into a 
hate-fuelled engine of destruction, but leaves 
them exhausted once the effects wear off.

Once per battle, in your Hero Phase, the bearer 
can drink this potion.
If they do so, add 1 to To-Hit and To-Wound 
rolls for the bearer until your next Hero Phase.
However, at the start of your next Hero Phase 
the bearer suffers 1 Mortal Wound.

2 – POTION OF 
HATEFUL FRENZY

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

This sharpened spur is crafted from the near-
unbreakable spines of ankusha shells, and can 
be used by Akhelians to goad the ferocious sea 
creatures they ride.

Add 3" to the bearer’s Move characteristic.
In addition, re-roll To-Wound rolls of 1 for 
attacks made by the bearer’s mount.

3 – ANKUSHA SPUR

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

This ancient armour was given by Teclis to the 
first Idoneth. Upon the command of its bearer, 
this armour can radiate the power of Hysh – a 
fitting gift from the Great Illuminator.

Subtract 1 from To-Hit rolls for Melee weapons 
that target the bearer.

4 – ARMOUR OF 
THE CYTHAI

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

This mollusc shell has fossilised within a 
Fangmora den over thousands of years. It has 
absorbed so much of the creatures’ crackling 
energy that it now acts as a generator, whose 
pent-up electrical fury can be released by the 
beaerer at need.

Once per battle, at the start of the Combat 
Phase, you can say that the bearer will use the 
Bio-shock Shell.
If you do so, each enemy unit within 3" of the 
bearer suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.

5 – BIO-SHOCK SHELL

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
AKHELIAN ARTEFACTS

The darkest and most hateful thoughts have 
been stripped from a chorrileum to temper 
this weapon. Years of repressed rage are made 
manifest, investing the sword with the ability to 
cut through armour and drink deep of an enemy’s 
vital force. Against those dedicated to the ancient 
enemy Slaanesh, it is more fearsome still…

Pick a weapon carried by the bearer to be the 
Abyssal Blade.
Improve the Rend characteristic of that weapon 
by 1.
In addition, add 1 to the Damage characteristic 
of that weapon if the target has the Slaanesh 
keyword.

6 – ABYSSAL BLADE

Akhelian Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

This runic sigil was mindforged by Gabhai, the 
greatest of Tidecasters. It can be used to summon 
a swift stream in the ethersea that hastens the 
advance of an Idoneth Deepkin phalanx, or a 
phantasmal riptide that drags at the feet of the 
foe, hindering their progress.

Once per battle, at the start of your Hero Phase, 
you can say that the bearer will use the Rune of 
the Surging Tide.
If you do so, say whether the rune will be used 
to create a stream or a riptide.
If a stream is created, add 1" to the Move 
characteristic of friendly Idoneth Deepkin 
units until your next Hero Phase. 
If a riptide is created, subtract 1" from the Move 
characteristic of enemy units until your next 
Hero Phase.

1 – RUNE OF THE 
SURGING TIDE

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

The incredibly rare black pearl can only be found 
in the deepest and darkest of waters. It is prized 
for the aura it projects, which can protect the 
bearer from any harm.

Roll a D6 each time you allocate a wound or 
Mortal Wound to the bearer.
On a 6+ the wound is negated.

2 – BLACK PEARL

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

Lliandra was one of the Awakened, and a 
powerful sorceress. Alas, the magic of soul 
transference was developed too late to save 
her children, and such was her sorrow that she 
fell into a melancholy from which she never 
recovered. She sang her siren song of lamentation 
into the brón conches, where it became enshrined 
forever. If a listener puts one up to their ear, the 
song can still be heard. Should one of these shells 
be shattered, it will release Lliandra’s woe in the 
form of an eerie dirge that has a powerful effect 
on those nearby.

Once per battle, at the start of the Battleshock 
Phase, you can say that the bearer will release 
Lliandra’s Last Lament.
If you do so, friendly Idoneth Deepkin units 
wholly within 18" of the bearer do not have to 
take Battleshock tests that phase.

3 – LLIANDRA’S 
LAST LAMENT

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

This venom is extracted from the tentacles of the 
terrornight medusan. If used to coat a weapon, 
the smallest cut will cause severe pain and 
nausea, and fill the victim with a terrible feeling 
of impending doom.

Pick a weapon carried by the bearer to be coated 
with Terrornight Venom.
Re-roll To-Wound rolls of 1 for that weapon. 
In addition, subtract 1 from the Bravery 
characteristic of enemy units that suffer any 
wounds from this weapon for the rest of the battle.

4 – TERRORNIGHT VENOM

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

This fragile vial is filled with purest ink drawn 
from a krakigon, a natural pigment used to 
create zones of total obscurity. When the vial is 
shattered, the bearer is swiftly hidden within a 
cloud of darkness.

Once per battle, at the start of any phase, the 
bearer can release the Cloud of Midnight.
If they do so, they cannot be chosen as the target 
for attacks, spells or abilities for the rest of the 
phase, but cannot themselves attack or use spells 
and abilities for the rest of the phase.

5 – CLOUD OF MIDNIGHT

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
IDONETH ARTEFACTS

This spirit-sensitive shell opens a whirling 
passageway through the ethersea that allows 
another to view the bearer’s most repressed 
memory. Those without the strength of will to 
bear the knowledge of this terrible secret find 
themselves pulled into an abyss of despair that 
smothers their will to fight.

Once per battle, at the start of your Hero 
Phase, you can say that the bearer will use the 
Whorlshell.
If you do so, pick an enemy Hero within 9" of 
the bearer that is visible to them and roll 2D6.
If the roll is greater than the enemy Hero’s 
Bravery characteristic, subtract 1 from To-Hit 
rolls for the enemy Hero for the rest of the battle.

6 – WHORLSHELL

Idoneth Deepkin Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

It is said that some pearls are created at such great 
ocean depths that they are as strong as steel. The 
strange aura that surrounds these gems has the 
power to repel incoming missiles.

Roll a D6 each time you allocate a wound or 
Mortal Wound to the bearer that was caused by 
a Missile weapon.
On a 5+ the wound is negated.

1 – STEELSHELL PEARL

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

The crackling manifestation of a bioluminescent 
flare suddenly illuminates the gloom of the ethersea, 
a flash that can blind predators or stun prey.

Once per battle, at the start of a Combat Phase, 
pick an enemy unit within 3" of the bearer.
Subtract 1 from To-Hit rolls for that unit until 
the end of that Combat Phase.

2 – MIND FLARE

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

Incredibly rare, these worms feed upon magic, 
and are capable of draining arcane energies. 
The Isharann long ago became inured to the 
dritchleech’s effects, but the same cannot be said 
for other spellcasters.

Subtract 1 from the Casting rolls of Wizards 
while they are within 18" of the bearer.
Idoneth Deepkin Wizards are not affected 
by this artefact.

3 – DRITCHLEECH

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

This magical artefact can be used by Isharann to 
turn the soul-force of an opponent into a beacon 
for any Idoneth Deepkin that are hunting them.

At the start of your Shooting Phase, pick an enemy 
unit within 18" of the bearer that is in cover.
Until your next Shooting Phase, that enemy unit 
does not receive the benefit to its Saving throw 
for being in cover.

4 – AURIC LANTERN

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

These rare deepwater rocks can be attuned 
to the soul-force of a mortal being. If two of 
them are struck together, the resulting burst of 
discordant energy can cause dreadful harm to 
those connected to them.

Once per battle, at the start of your Hero Phase, 
pick up to two enemy Heroes that are within 
12" of the bearer.
The opposing player must then choose one of 
the following options:
a) Roll a D6 for each Hero picked. On a 3+ that 
Hero suffers 1 Mortal Wound.
b) Roll a D6 for each Hero picked. On a 5+ that 
Hero suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.
c) Each Hero picked suffers D3 Mortal Wounds. 
Then roll a D6. On a 4+ the bearer suffers D3 
Mortal Wounds.

5 – DISHARMONY STONES

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ISHARANN ARTEFACTS

Dreaded parasites of the deep, brain barnacles 
are microscopic arthropods native to the ethersea, 
which the Idoneth harvest and capture in vials. 
When released, the tiny creatures seek to attach 
themselves to the brain of any sentient creature 
and feed off their thoughts.

Once per battle, at the start of your Hero Phase, 
pick an enemy Hero within 12" of the bearer 
and roll 2D6.
If the roll is equal to or greater than the distance 
between the bearer and that Hero, the enemy 
Hero is infected.
Subtract 1 from To-Hit rolls and Casting rolls 
for the infected Hero for the rest of the battle.

6 – BRAIN BARNACLES

Isharann Hero

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

These multihued pearls are amongst the rarest 
of Idoneth artefacts. When held by a Tidecaster, 
they protect the bearer from manifold dangers.

Roll a D6 each time you allocate a Mortal 
Wound to the bearer.
On a 5+ the wound is negated.

1 – ARCANE PEARL

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

This arcane sand is attuned to aetheric magic, 
and can be used to vastly prolong the effects of 
a spell.

You can use the Sands of Infinity once per battle, 
before making a Casting roll for the bearer for 
a spell whose effects would normally last until 
your next Hero Phase.
If you do so, and the spell is successfully cast 
and not unbound, then the effects of the spell 
last until your Hero Phase after your next Hero 
Phase instead.

2 – SANDS OF INFINITY

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

Although seldom done, empty branches of the 
chorrileum can be pruned, and the trimmed 
portions of the spirit-sensitive coral used to craft 
rings imbued with the racial memories of the 
Idoneth Deepkin. Such rings grant their wearer 
the ability to call upon the wisdom of the past.

Once per battle, you can re-roll a failed Casting 
roll for the bearer.
In addition, once per battle, you can re-roll a 
failed Unbinding roll for the bearer.

3 – CORAL RING

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

An enchanted gas bladder from an engorger fish, 
this small gem-like organ lets its bearer adjust 
their buoyancy, allowing for great bounding 
steps that can cover great distances or traverse 
obstacles.

The bearer can fly.
In addition, double the result of Run rolls for 
the bearer.

4 – BAUBLE OF BUOYANCY

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

This fragment of the sword-length tooth of a 
Ghurish kraken can be used by a spellcaster to 
create a manifestation of the ferocious beast’s 
slavering maw.

Once per battle, in your Shooting Phase, pick 
an enemy unit within 12" of the bearer that is 
visible to them.
Then, roll a D6 and look up the result below.
1 – None Binds the Kraken: The bearer suffers 
D3 Mortal Wounds.
2-5 – The Kraken is Released: The enemy unit 
suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.
6 – A Tasty Morsel: Pick one model in the 
enemy unit. The model you pick is slain if it has 
a Wounds characteristic of less than 10, and 
suffers 2D6 Mortal Wounds if it has a Wounds 
characteristic of 10+.

5 – KRAKEN TOOTH

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Artefact of Power
ARCANE ARTEFACTS

From the Cerithium Seas come augury shells, 
strange artefacts that enable the bearer to better 
predict destiny’s course. 

Once per battle, at the start of your Hero Phase, 
roll 2D6.
During that Hero Phase, you can use that roll 
as the result of a Casting roll for the bearer, or 
as the result of an Unbinding roll for an enemy 
Wizard that is attempting to unbind a spell 
cast by the bearer.
You must say that you will use that roll before 
the actual Casting or Unbinding roll is made.

6 – AUGURY SHELLS

Idoneth Deepkin Hero Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

The wizard conjures a watery elemental to 
transport themselves or a comrade swiftly across 
the battlefield.

If successfully cast, pick a friendly Hero that 
is not a Monster and that is within 6" of the 
caster and visible to them.
Remove that model from the battlefield, and then 
set it up again within 24" of its previous location 
and more than 9" from any enemy models.
This counts as the model’s move in your 
following Movement Phase.

Casting Value: 5

1 – STEED OF TIDES

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

The spellcaster spreads their arms wide 
and streamers of darkness pour from their 
outstretched fingertips, shrouding themselves 
and nearby allies in shadow.

If successfully cast, until your next Hero Phase, 
friendly Idoneth Deepkin units are treated 
as being in cover while they are wholly within 
9" of the caster.

Casting Value: 5

2 – ABYSSAL DARKNESS

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

An aetheric whirlpool manifests in the heart of 
an enemy formation, snatching up warriors and 
smashing them against each other.

If successfully cast, pick a point on the battlefield 
within 18" of the caster that is visible to them.
Roll a D6 for each unit within 3" of that point. 
If the dice roll for a unit is less than or equal 
to the number of models in the unit, that unit 
suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.

Casting Value: 6

3 – VORPAL MAELSTROM

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

The wizard enfolds their victim in a shimmering 
bubble of crushing force.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy model within 12" 
of the caster that is visible to them, and roll a D6.
If the dice roll is greater than that model’s 
Wounds characteristic, it is slain.

Casting Value: 7

4 – PRESSURE OF THE DEEP

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

The spellcaster sends forth an invisible current 
that strikes fear into their foes.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy unit within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them.
Until your next Hero Phase, subtract 1 from To-
Hit rolls for that unit and subtract 1 from that 
unit’s Bravery characteristic.

Casting Value: 6

5 – TIDE OF FEAR

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

The spellcaster pushes forth a wave of aetheric 
energy that picks up rubble from the ground and 
hurls it at the foe.

If successfully cast, pick the closest enemy 
unit within 48" of the caster and measure the 
distance between the caster and the unit.
If the distance is up to 12" , the target suffers 1 
Mortal Wound.
If the distance is more than 12" and up to 24" it 
suffers 2 Mortal Wounds instead.
If the distance is more than 24" and up to 36" it 
suffers 3 Mortal Wounds instead.
If the distance is more than 36" and up to 48" it 
suffers 4 Mortal Wounds instead.

Casting Value: 6

6 – ARCANE CORRASION

Wizard

Idoneth Deepkin



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

Mor’phann Tidecasters can summon freezing 
ethereal mists that slow the movement of their 
foes.

If successfully cast, pick an enemy unit within 
12" of the caster that is visible to them.
Until your next Hero Phase, that unit can only 
move 1" when it piles in, and any abilities that 
would increase its pile in move are ignored.

Casting Value: 6

FREEZING MISTS

Idoneth Deepkin

Mor’phann Tidecaster



Spell Lore
LORE OF THE DEEPS

Nautilar Tidecasters are adept at creating arcane 
barriers to protect their comrades from harm.

If successfully cast, pick a friendly Nautilar unit 
within 12" of the caster that is visible to them.
Until your next Hero Phase, worsen the Rend 
characteristic of attacks that target that unit by 
1 (to a minimum of ‘-’).

Casting Value: 4

PROTECTIVE BARRIER

Idoneth Deepkin

Nautilar Tidecaster



ISHARANN RITUALS

This ritual harnesses the power of the ethersea, 
and uses it to batter fortifications that the Idoneth 
Deepkin’s enemies are using for protection.

Until your next Hero Phase, enemy units do not 
receive any benefit for being in cover.

RITUAL OF EROSION

Idoneth Deepkin

Isharann Hero



ISHARANN RITUALS

This ritual draws on the energy of the chorrileums 
and uses it to empower Eidolons of Mathlann.

Heal 1 wound allocated to each friendly 
Eidolon on the battlefield.
In addition, you can re-roll failed To-Hit rolls 
and Casting rolls for friendly Eidolons until 
your next Hero Phase.

RITUAL OF ROUSING

Idoneth Deepkin

Isharann Hero



ISHARANN RITUALS

This ritual stirs the air above the ethersea into 
a swirling tempest that batters flying creatures 
to the ground.

Until your next Hero Phase, enemy models 
cannot fly.

RITUAL OF THE TEMPEST

Idoneth Deepkin

Isharann Hero



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The Ionrach have always been strong in magic, 
being the closest of all Idoneth Deepkin to Teclis’ 
original vision for the aelves reclaimed from 
Slaanesh.

Add 1 to Casting and Unbinding rolls for 
Ionrach Wizards.

STRONG IN MAGIC

Idoneth Deepkin

Ionrach



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The warriors of Dhom-hain are renowned as 
especially savage fighters that strike quickly and 
then fall back to attack again.

In your Combat Phase, re-roll To-Hit rolls of 
1 for Dhom-hain Akhelian and Dhom-hain 
Namarti units that made a Charge move in 
the same turn.

SAVAGE FIGHTERS

Idoneth Deepkin

Dhom-hain



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The Dhom-hain capital is located in the Black 
Trough in Ghur. The enclave’s barbaric warriors 
are experts at fighting the savage beasts that infest 
their realm.

You can re-roll failed To-Wound rolls for 
Dhom-hain Akhelian units if the target is a 
Monster.

DEEP QUESTORS

Idoneth Deepkin

Dhom-hain



ENCLAVE ABILITY

Quick to anger, the merciless riders of Fuethán 
are notorious for leaving nothing but carnage in 
their wake.

You can re-roll To-Hit rolls of 1 for Fuethán 
units that are affected by the Flood Tide ability 
from the Tides of Death table (pg 86).
In addition, whenever a Fuethán unit would be 
affected by the Ebb Tide ability from the Tides 
of Death table, they are instead affected by the 
Flood Tide ability from the same table.

REVEL IN SLAUGHTER

Idoneth Deepkin

Fuethán



ENCLAVE ABILITY

When bonding beasts, the Fuethán look for 
creatures whose aggression matches their own.

In the Combat Phase, re-roll To-Wound rolls of 
1 for Fuethán mounts.

FIERCEST OF CREATURES

Idoneth Deepkin

Fuethán



ENCLAVE ABILITY

Mor’phann Soulrenders raise Namarti back 
almost as quickly as they fall in battle.

When a Mor’phann Isharann Soulrender uses 
their Lurelight ability, add 3 to the number of 
models that are returned.

SOUL-MAGIC ADEPTS

Idoneth Deepkin

Mor’phann



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The aelves of Nautilar Enclave have grown expert 
in defending their moving city from the many 
perils it faces.

You can re-roll failed To-Hit rolls for Nautilar 
units in the Combat Phase if the target made a 
Charge move in the same turn.

CONSUMMATE DEFENDERS

Idoneth Deepkin

Nautilar



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The exemplary skill of Briomdar Soulscryers sets 
them apart from their kin, guiding their raiding 
parties to encircle and entrap their prey.

If a Briomdar Soulscryer uses their Finder of 
Ways ability, up to three friendly Briomdar units 
can join them instead of only two.
In addition, you can set up the units that join a 
Briomdar Soulscryer wholly within 18" of the 
Soulscryer instead of wholly within 12" of the 
Soulscryer.

SUPREME SOULSCRYERS

Idoneth Deepkin

Briomdar



ENCLAVE ABILITY

The Briomdar are able to navigate dense terrain 
with ease, bypassing fortress walls and tangled 
forests as if they were not there.

Briomdar units that cannot normally fly ignore 
terrain features when they move, as if they could fly.
Note that this does not allow them to ignore 
enemy models when they move.

UNSTOPPABLE RAIDERS

Idoneth Deepkin

Briomdar


